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Dear Potential Sponsor,
On behalf of the Ryerson University Finance Society (RUFS), we would like to
welcome you to the 14th annual Battle on Bay Case Competition and Conference.
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, we have had to be adaptive to the everchanging situation and as such we have made the decision to hold Battle on Bay
entirely online. This was not a decision we had hoped to make when we began
planning in May of this year, but nevertheless it was an important one to ensure the
safety of all the participants. We are excited to deliver you the same excellence that
past delegates have come to know and love – in an entirely different and new way.
This 4-day event, taking place for the first time ever virtually, is held by the largest
and fastest-growing business school in Canada, Ryerson University’s Ted Rogers
School of Management.
Battle on Bay has widely evolved since its inception in 2007, with delegates
participating from more than 15 different business schools across Canada. In its 14th
year, the competition continues to foster delegates’ strong partnerships with the
industry’s most brilliant leaders, while gaining valuable knowledge and inducing
innovation.
Battle on Bay 2021 will provide many learning opportunities, workshops and
networking events to create long-lasting memories and connections. We strive to
enrich this year’s conference, in the hopes of giving all delegates, sponsors, and
esteemed guests a fantastic experience paralleled by none.
We invite you to go through this package for further details on the conference.
Thank you, and we look forward to meeting you [virtually] at Battle on Bay 2021!
Sincerely,
The Battle on Bay Team
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THEME
For Battle on Bay 2021, our theme is The Paradigm of Asset
Management. In the past few decades, the continuous growth in
technology has created a more even playing field for firms, regardless
of size. Thanks to the advent and rapid advancements of the Internet,
many new companies have emerged with an ability to reach markets
and clients in every corner of the world. Meanwhile, older firms have
either adapted to the push for technology or vanished due to the
fierce competition.
Successful asset management in any sector is critical; feasibility,
innovation and productivity are driven by the financial capabilities that
affect the immediate and prospective future of the business. As the
new generation of investors and financial professionals enter the
financial world, they have the chance to build upon this constantly
evolving industry. We are thrilled to further explore the world of asset
management at this year’s competition.
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ITINERARY
Thursday
Check In
Opening Ceremonies
Workshop
Social Event

Friday
Check In
Workshop
Main Case Presentations
Contest
Networking with Industry Professionals

Saturday
Check In
Diversity in Finance Panel
Crisis Case Cutting
Crisis Case Presentations
Workshop and Contest

Sunday
Check In
Closing Keynote
Awards Ceremony
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WHY SPONSOR US?
This generation of students are the leaders of tomorrow: sponsoring Battle on
Bay allows companies to engage with talented young minds that are interested in
pursuing a career in finance. The core benefits of investing in this case
competition include recruitment opportunities, enhanced corporate branding, and,
most importantly, supporting the professional development of young students
from across Canada in growing both professionally and personally.
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DIGITAL EXPOSURE

1,949 FOLLOWERS
1,892 PAGE LIKES
1,182 POST REACH

9,734 IMPRESSIONS
948 FOLLOWERS

822 POST IMPRESSIONS
363 FOLLOWERS

214 SUBSCRIBERS
89.7% OPENS
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SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
Case Company Sponsorship
The company will be influential in the case creation. This sponsorship is an excellent opportunity
to solve an existing corporate issue, allowing for top students to deliver new and innovative
ideas.
An executive member from the company will deliver a keynote presentation at the conference
and speak about their experience in the industry.
The firm may also choose executives to participate as judges for delegate presentations and
critique.
Conference Workshops
Conference workshops in Battle on Bay is another platform for companies to help with the
professional growth of delegates. Hosting engaging seminars will help students enhance their
skills and prepare for the presentations of the case, as well as key do and don'ts in the
industries.
These workshops may be relevant to the theme, to skills applicable to cases, or anything relating
to career development. We welcome any workshops that will enhance the learning and engaging
aspect of Battle on Bay.
Networking Night
Companies may provide sponsorship towards this event by sending representatives for
exclusive recruitment opportunities and chat with participating delegates.
We also welcome professionals to attend networking night for an opportunity to share their
experiences with delegates, and to pass on their expertise. This will be held virtually over an
online platform.
Monetary
The money will be used towards supporting any aspect of the conference, with a portion to be
donated to support a local charity.
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PAST DELEGATES
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PAST JUDGES

Don Romano
CEO, Hyundai Canada

Ian Ball
CEO, Abitibi Royalties

Matt Girgis
CFO, Volvo Canada

Paul Colantonio
CFO, PFAFF Automotive

Peter Van Der Velden
Managing General Partner:
Lumira Capital

Other Past Judges Include:
Allan Mansoor, VP of Risk Management at TD Auto Finance
J. Raymond O'Kane, VP OEM Strategy and Development at BMO Auto Finance
Keith Hickey, VP Dealer Operations at TD Auto Finance
Rebecca Pang, Senior Director of Channel Strategy and Analytics: CIBC
Michael McGhee, Senior VP and Head at TD Auto Finance
Andrew Tai, CEO of Unhaggle
Hanif Dhatamsi, Associate VP of Eastern Canada at TD Auto Finance
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Battle on Bay Co-Chairs:
Daniel Sun | daniel.sun@ryerson.ca | LinkedIn
Eric Wood | e1wood@ryerson.ca | LinkedIn
Battle on Bay Associates:
Czarina Galario | cgalario@ryerson.ca | LinkedIn
Amir Kemal | amir.kemal@ryerson.ca | LinkedIn
Jainika Patel | jainika.patel@ryerson.ca | LinkedIn

Connect on Social Media:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/battleonbay
Instagram: @battleonbay
www.battleonbay.ca
Connect with RUFS on Social Media:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/ryersonfinance
Instagram: @rufinance
www.rufs.ca
Address:
Ryerson University Finance Society
Ted Rogers School of Management, Ryerson University
55 Dundas Street West Toronto, ON, M5G 2C3
Office: TRS 9th Floor, 3-141

